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FOUNDERS DAY
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WORDS OF MOTIVATION

"Always do your best. What
you plant now, you will
harvest later."
"Develop success from
failures. Discouragement and
failure are two of the surest
stepping stones to success."
Like every year RNB Global University, Bikaner celebrated Third Founders Day
on 3rd September in fond memories of philanthropist, mentor and guide Late
Shri Jaganath Ji Bajaj. The Day marks important place in the RNBGU as it is day
to recall the commitment made by a compassionate soul and true visionary Late
Shri Jaganath ji Bajaj.

"The difference between a
successful person and others
is not a lack of strength, not a
lack of knowledge, but rather
a lack of will."

The program began with chanting of Ganesh Vandana which was followed by a
Nukud Natak (Street play) performed by the students of BBA V semester,
reprised the journey of Late Jaganath ji Bajaj, which won the hearts of the
audience. The Honorable Chief Guest Dr. Ram Bajaj addressed the student with
enchanting words ,he lauded the efforts of the university for putting such a
scintillating show which gave so many latent messages. He also appreciated
the entire RNBGU family on the achievements of the university.

"Move out of your comfort
zone. You can only grow if
you are willing to feel
awkward and uncomfortable
when you try something
new."

The event culminated with the distribution of Scholarships to the meritorious
students for various categories like The Best Student for the year to 2017, Best
student Overall and Best Student-Sports. Best Faculty School wise and best
Employees awards were also distributed. Various performances enthralled and
engaged the audience on one hand on the other developed among the students
sensitivity, self-confidence and team spirit, as the students blossomed into joyful
expression as they performed on the stage.
Ms. Meghna Bagree Student of MBA III semester expressed the gratitude
towards the esteemed guests for the gracing the occasion. She also thanked each
and every person involved to make this event a success. After that dignitaries
were escorted for the tree plantations.
-Editorial Board

Teachers day

A teacher is a friend, philosopher, and guide who holds our hand, opens our mind, and touches our heart. The contribution of a
teacher cannot be ignored at all. In many countries across the world, teacher's day is a special day where teachers of schools,
colleges, and universities are honored specially. The date varies from country to country. The universally accepted World Teacher's
Day is 5th October. In India, the Teacher's Day is celebrated on 5th September and this tradition started from 1962. This is the when
Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan was born. He was a philosopher, scholar, teacher, and politician and his dedicated work towards
education made his birthday an important day in the history of India. We remember the great work of this exemplary person on this
day.
Teaching is the most influential job in the world. Teachers are known to shape the mind of youth and without knowledge no one
can exist in this world. Teacher imparts good value in children and turn them into responsible citizens. So, almost every country
celebrates Teacher's Day.

Ganesh Chaturthi
Ganesh Chaturthi is a ten-day Hindu festival celebrated to the elephant-headed God Ganesha's birthday. He is
the younger son of Lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati.
Ganesha is known by 108 different names and is the Lord of arts and sciences and the deva of wisdom. He is
honoured at the start of rituals and ceremonies as he's considered the God of beginnings. He's widely and dearly
referred to as Ganapati or Vinayaka.
There are two different versions about Ganesha's birth. One has it that Goddess Parvati created Ganesha out of
dirt off her body while having a bath and set him to guard her door while she finishes her bath. Shiva who has
gone out, returned at that time, but as Ganesha didn't know of him, stopped him from entering. An angry Shiva
severed the head of Ganesha after a combat between the two. Parvati was enraged and Shiva promised Ganesha
will live again. The devas who went in search of a head facing north of a dead person could manage only the
head of an elephant. Shiva fixed the elephant's head on the child and brought him back to life.
The other legend has it that Ganesha was created by Shiva and Parvati on request of the Devas, to be a
vighnakartaa (obstacle-creator) in the path of rakshasas (demonic beings), and a vighnahartaa.

CSR Activities by
RNBGU

Dandia

Dandiya Raas is the most popular dance of Gujarat. The dance is so
popular that it is performed not only in the state, but throughout India.
Infact , it is a special feature of the Navratri festival. The festival is
celebrated to pay homage to the nine incarnations of Mata Amba, the
Mother Goddess. People observe fasts on all nine days of the festival
and pay regular visits to temples. While the days are filled with
devotion towards the deity, the nights are vibrant, reflecting the festive
spirit at its peak. Special arrangements are made for Dandia dance
performances. Even the state government organizes special event for
the enjoyment of the people.
Dandia is usually done in a group, by both men and women. The
special feature of the dance is the colorful attire worn by the dancers
and the colorful sticks carried by them. The sticks are used as prop
and are beautifully decorated. It is for this reason the dance is also
called the 'Stick Dance'. These sticks are usually made of bamboo,
painted in different colors to make them look attractive. The
performers hold sticks in both their hands and strike them together on
the beats of the musical instruments. Dandiya Ras involves a huge
number of people at a time. According to the dance setting, two circles
are formed by the dancers.
One of the circles revolves clockwise, while the other revolves anti
clockwise. The dance is a very energetic and fast paced activity,
which leaves no scope for lethargy. The dancers are accompanied by
an instrumentalist, playing a 'meddale' drum. The person stands in
the center of the two circles and leads the dancers with his beats. The
site of hundreds of people swaying on the beats of folk music is aweinspiring. The sticks or the Dandiyas, when struck together in a
rhythm, produce foot tapping musical waves. The best Raas dancers
of the region are the Kathiawari Ras dancers from Saurashtra.

World Tourism day
Started in 1980 by The United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), World
Tourism Day (WTD) is celebrated worldwide annually on September 27. This day aims at
raising awareness among masses regarding the potential that tourism holds in order to
contribute to sustainable development, thus impacting a country’s economy. September 27 was
chosen as the date to mark the annual celebrations as the Statutes of the UNWTO were adopted,
on this day, in the year 1970.
Tourism impacts economies, communities, society and its people every minute of every day. A
surge in tourism, both local and international is important for the development of its people
socially, culturally and economically. While several avenues have been opening up and more
places for travelers to go to without any hiccups, it’s also important that sustainable tourism is
understood and practiced on a large scale.
In case you’re wondering what sustainable tourism is, it’s the concept of visiting someplace as
a tourist with the intention of making a positive impact on the environment, society, and
economy. What’s imperative though is that tourists or travelers both remain mindful of not
spoiling the environment through practices that can’t be reversed. It’s almost as simple as using
dustbins to discard waste and limiting the use of paper or plastic. Responsibility is important
for us in the present day as what we do today is going to affect posterity, and Mother Nature
deserves some love in return for what’s been given to us naturally.
-Editorial Board
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